Spontaneous mutation rates may vary within genome regions across the tree of life, but the causes and 35 consequences of this spatiotemporal variation are uncertain because studies of genome-wide mutation 36 rates with sufficient resolution are rare. Here we examine relationships between local mutation rates and 37 replication timing throughout the genomes of three bacterial species using results from five mutation 38 accumulation (MA) experiments analyzed by whole genome sequencing (WGS). Three MA experiments 39 were carried out with wild-type strains of the species Vibrio fischeri, Vibrio cholerae, and Burkholderia 40 cenocepacia, each of which have multiple chromosomes, while two additional experiments were carried out 41 using mismatch repair-deficient strains of V. fischeri and V. cholerae. We find that in the absence of 42 mismatch repair, base-substitution mutation rates vary in a mirrored wave-like pattern on opposing 43 replichores of the large chromosome of V. fischeri and V. cholerae, where concurrently replicated regions 44 experience similar base-substitution mutation rates. The base-substitution mutation rates on the small 45 chromosome are less variable in both species, but tend to occur at similar rates as the concurrently 46 replicated regions of the large chromosome. We lack a sufficient quantity of base-substitution mutations in 47 the MA-WGS experiments with intact mismatch repair to rigorously evaluate regional variation in base-48 substitution mutation rates, although it is possible that a larger collection of base-substitution mutations 49 would reveal rate periodicity in these experiments. These results support the notion that base-substitution 50 mutation rates are likely to vary systematically across many bacterial genomes, which exposes certain 51 genes to elevated deleterious mutational load.
INTRODUCTION
terminus of replication (dotted red line) on each replichore are shorter than the interval length for that 194 analysis, because the size of chromosome 1 is never exactly divisible by the interval length.
196
As expected from the visual similarity of bpsm rates on the opposing replichores of chr1 (Figure 2A, B) , the 197 bpsm rates of concurrently replicated intervals across replichores are significantly correlated in both the Vf-198 mut and Vc-mut experiments ( Figure 3A , B) (linear regression; Vf-mut: F = 10.98, df = 13, p = 0.0060, r 2 = 199 0.46; Vc-mut: F = 6.76, df = 13, p = 0.0221, r 2 = 0.34). This relationship is also positive in analyses of all 200 other interval lengths and is significantly positive for most comparisons (Table S2 ; Table S3 ). In contrast,
201
none of these comparisons between replichores of chr2 revealed significant correlations (Table S2 ; Table   202 S3) owing to considerably less variation in bpsm rates on these chromosomes ( Figure S1 ). These data 203 suggest that when there is sufficient variation in bpsm rates within chromosomes, as is the case in chr1 of
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the Right Replichore Base-Substitution Mutation Rate (x 10 -8 )
Patterns of mutator base-substitution mutation rates of concurrently replicated regions on different 219 chromosomes. Late replicated regions of chr1 may experience similar bpsm rates to chr2 because like the 220 opposing replichores of chr1, they are replicated concurrently. To study this relationship, we mapped the 221 patterns of bpsm rates in 100 Kb intervals on chr2 to those of late replicated 100 Kb intervals on chr1 for 222 both Vf-mut and Vc-mut ( Figure 1 ). The patterns of bpsm rates on chr2 are visually similar to the bpsm rates 223 of the late replicated regions on chr1 in both species ( Figure 4A, B ), but the overall variation in bpsm rates 224 between different intervals is limited in late replicated regions. Consequently, the bpsm rates of concurrently 225 replicated 100 Kb intervals (or any other interval lengths, see Table S4 ) on chr1 and chr2 are not 226 significantly correlated (Linear regression; Vf-mut: F = 0.62, df = 14, p = 0.4442, r 2 = 0.04; Vc-mut: F = 0.07, 227 df = 10, p = 0.7941, r 2 = 0.01), despite the fact that chr2 mutation bpsm rates appear to be more similar to 228 late replicating regions on chr1 than they are to any other regions on the primary chromosome.
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To further explore the extent to which bpsm rates on chr2 are similar to late replicating regions on chr1, we 231 evaluated whether regional bpsm rates on chr2 were more similar to the concurrently replicated regions on 232 chr1 than they were to any other chr1 regions. Specifically, we mapped chr2 bpsm rates to all possible 233 interval combinations on the right and left replichores of chr1, starting with the concurrently replicated 234 terminal intervals and shifting back one interval per replichore until we reached the origin of replication of 235 chr1. We then calculated the sum of the residuals in each analysis to identify the best fit for chr2 bpsm 236 rates. For Vf-mut, the lowest sum of the residuals (14.01 × 10 -8 ) occurs when the chr2 intervals were 237 mapped to the concurrently late replicated intervals on chr1 ( Figure 4A ; Table S5 ). Similarly, the lowest sum 238 of the residuals in Vc-mut (2.53 × 10 -8 ) occurs when the chr2 intervals are mapped to their concurrently 239 replicated intervals on chr1 ( Figure 4B ; Table S5 ). Thus, despite the fact that there is no significant linear 240 correlation in mutation rate periodicity between chr1 and chr2, bpsm rates on chr2 most closely resemble 241 the bpsm rates of concurrently replicated regions on chr1 in both V. cholerae and V. fischeri. Furthermore, 242 because of its smaller size and delayed replication, chr2 narrowly avoids the high bpsm rate peaks on the 243 right and left replichores of chr1 in both Vf-mut and Vc-mut ( Figure 4A, B) , which suggests that genes on 255 cholerae (V. fischeri: F = 0.62, df = 14, p = 0.4442, r 2 = 0.04; V. cholerae: F = 0.07, df = 10, p = 0.7941, r 2 = 256 0.01).
258
Wavelet transformations capture periodicities in base-substitution mutation rates. Recognizing that 259 regional or cyclic variation in mutation rates may not be captured by linear models, we used wavelet Figure 5E ) that are consistently significant across the chromosome. Using only periods with 270 high power across multiple intervals, we were also able to effectively reproduce the mirrored wave-like 271 patterns in bpsm rates seen on chr1 at intervals of 100 Kb in both the Vf-mut and Vc-mut lineages ( Figure   272 5B, F). No continuously significant wave periods originating from the oriCII region of chr2 for either the Vf-273 mut or the Vc-mut experiment were identified ( Figure 5C, G) ; consequently, we had limited success at 274 reconstructing the observed bpsm rates on Chr2 in both studies ( Figure 5D , H).
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To further evaluate whether waves on opposing replichores of Chr1 were synchronous in the Vf-mut and (Figure S2A, B) . This analysis suggests that 280 significant wave periods in bpsm rates on the right replichore can predict significant wave periods on the left 281 replichore, and vice-versa. It is also noteworthy that the statistically synchronous waves become smaller 282 near the replication terminus, particularly in the Vf-mut lineages, ( Figure S2A, B) , as can be seen in the raw 283 data presented in Figure 2 . Together, these analyses suggest that bpsm rates in MMR-deficient V. fischeri 284 and V. cholerae vary in a periodic function modeled by two synchronous waves extending bi-directionally 285 from the origin of replication on Chr1. The first is a long period wave function where each replichore 286 represents a single period and two total periods exist around the chromosome, while the second is a shorter 287 period wave function with two waves on each replichore that occur synchronously as the chromosome is 288 replicated bi-directionally. 
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Reconstructed series were generated using only the periods whose average power was significant ov 298 entire interval (B, D, F, H).
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13 stitution 1 (A, B: holerae) letComp ing the and 100 E, G). over the regression, 100 Kb intervals; Vf-wt: F = 0.82, df = 13, p = 0.3810, r 2 = 0.06; Vc-wt: F = 0.11, df = 13, p = 362 0.7480, r 2 = 0.01; Bc-wt: F = 0.86, df = 16, p = 0.3670, r 2 = 0.05). Furthermore, there was no significant 363 relationship between the patterns of bpsm rates on chr2 and those of late replicating regions on chr1 in any 364 of these studies ( Figure 6 ) (linear regression; Vf-wt: F = 0.16, df = 14, p = 0.7001, r 2 = 0.01; Vc-wt: F = 2.72, 365 df = 10, p = 0.1300, r 2 = 0.21; Bc-wt: F = 0.32, df = 30, p = 0.5760, r 2 = 0.01).
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It is nevertheless important to recognize that even at large interval lengths of 100 Kb, we observe an 368 average of only 4.65 (0.38), 3.29 (0.28), and 3.08 (0.22) (SEM) bpsms per interval for the Vf-wt, Vc-wt, and 369 Bc-wt MA lineages, respectively. Therefore, the lack of any significant intragenomic variation in bpsm rates 370 in the wild-type lineages may imply that the patterns we observe in the mismatch repair deficient lines are 371 uniquely associated with strains that lack mismatch repair, or simply be a reflection of the reduced sample 372 sizes in the wild-type lineages. We estimate effect sizes (w) of 0.2138 for chr1 in the Vf-mut experiments 373 and 0.3631 for chr1 in the Vc-mut experiments, where mutation rates were non-uniformly distributed. If we 374 assume that the wild-type lineages should experience similar variation in their bpsm rates as the 375 corresponding mutator lineages, a chi-squared power analysis reveals that the 132 mutations that we 376 observed on chr1 in the Vf-wt experiment would only have yielded a significantly non-uniform distribution of 377 bpsms in only 19.46% of cases. Similarly, the 97 mutations that we observed on chr1 in the Vc-wt 378 experiment would only have yielded a significantly non-uniform distribution of bpsms in 43.95% of cases.
379
Although we lack a corresponding mutator experiment for B. cenocepacia, even if we assume an effect size 380 as large as we observed in the Vc-mut lineages, we would still only have observed a significant non-uniform more mutations and determine whether the periodicity in mutation rates seen in mutator lines also occurs in 384 wild-type genomes. 
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The conserved patterns of bpsm rates across concurrently replicated regions of MMR-deficient Vf-mut and 515 Vc-mut genomes further begs the question of whether these patterns contribute to extant sequence 516 variation in these genomes. If natural bpsm rates are in fact generally non-uniform and do reflect the 517 patterns of bpsm revealed in the MMR-deficient MA lineages, we would expect a positive correlation 518 between genetic variation among strains within these species and the bpsm rates in the 100 Kb intervals 519 used in this study. This correlation would be expected to be strongest on chr1, where the variation in bpsm 520 rates between 100 Kb intervals is significant. To test for a correlation between extant sequence variation 521 and bpsm rate, we calculated the average pairwise synonymous (dS) and non-synonymous (dN) 522 substitution rates in 100 Kb intervals V. fischeri ES114 and V. cholerae 2740-80 (see Methods). Indeed, we 523 find a significant positive correlation between dS, often used as a proxy to measure mutation rates, and the 524 bpsm rates in 100 Kb intervals on chr1 from the Vf-mut MA experiment (F = 8.317, df = 28, p = 0.008, r 2 = 525 0.229), but not on chr2 (F = 0.558, df = 14, p = 0.468, r 2 = 0.038) ( Figure S9A ). However, there is no 526 significant correlation between dN, often used as a proxy to measure evolutionary rates, and bpsm rates on 527 either chromosome ( Figure S9 ). Furthermore, we find no significant correlations between dS or dN and 528 bpsm rates in 100 Kb intervals on either chromosome of V. cholerae ( Figure S10 ). The lack of significant 529 correlations between dN and dS with bpsm rates in most cases here may simply reflect that selection 530 operating on both synonymous and non-synonymous sites is quite strong in bacteria (Lynch 2007). generations were estimated monthly. To estimate daily generation times, ten representative colonies 593 following 24 hours of growth were placed in 2 ml of phosphate buffer saline, serially diluted, and spread NNA15BB04A to VSC. We thank Cheryl Whistler, Randi Foxall, and Brian VanDam for technical support 729 and Kevin Culligan, Greg Lang, and Jeffrey Lawrence for helpful discussion. M.D., W.S., M.L., and V.C. 
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